Homeopathic Weight Management & Wellness “Brilliant Compensation” & Brilliant Technology
With my mathematics and computer analyst background, I am normally a guru of compensation plans and that has
served me well in my nearly 2 decades of successful network marketing, during which I earned more than double
my income than when I was a lead computer person for Verizon.
I found the Homeopathic Weight & Wellness company because I had been searching a long time for a fabulous, all
natural, lasting, affordable weight loss system to fill the gap in my wellness toolkit and theirs was the most unique,
effective, proven, and easy to follow. The comp plan is the most difficult to understand for me than any I have ever
seen by far. As it turns out, the CEO/Co-Founder is known for his expertise in comp plans and this one has 3
patents pending and in a previous year won #1 best comp plan in the direct selling industry among 500 companies
((Herbal Life #22, Amway #60, Avon #82) with as much as 10 times more votes with a smaller distributor force.
The plan seemed difficult to understand for me and it seemed like they wanted people to do certain things within 8
weeks and other things within 28 days and required as much as 200 points to even be “activated” as a distributor.
The plan was neither a binary or a uni-level, it was a unique multi-line where after a given leg was “optimized”, you
earned the ability to start another leg. And after a certain achievement, you could have a re-entry position. And,
depending on how much you and your customers bought in the first 28 days affected your earnings for the rest of
your life. They had a special “2X” membership status you could buy for $150 and it would double your base
commission, double your 7-generation match percentages, and allow you to purchase for lifetime at the lowest price
possible when you have 2X and also on auto-delivery (a mandatory part of my Health & Wealth Lifeboat Group plan
– Lifeboat Marketing model).
It seemed so demanding that I almost walked away from it a number of times, but the product was too good to walk
away from, so I persevered and ended up working directly with an owner that was expert in the compensation and
he told me they had a software program that he plugs numbers into and it factually provides every category of
earnings with the many bonuses above and beyond the base commission. I thought this was brilliant to have such a
training tool offered by corporate, otherwise how would one readily understand the effects of so many different
parameters. All earnings are based on product sales and the computer program produces facts on how the comp
plan works and is not making promises. I asked him to plug in the 4 scenarios for my lifeboat and tell me what the
computer program said and here is what the computer reported for 15 weeks & annualized expected income:
1) LIFEBOAT STEP 1: ALL DOING ONLY 2 IN 10 DAYS USING THE VIDEOS: I buy a “Lifeboat Starter
Pack” (includes 8 products, 250 points, membership, and 2X status) and each month thereafter, autodelivery 100 points such as Lifeboat Pack 1, 2, or 3 or any products 100 points or higher. Within 10 days of
enrollment, I sell 2 of the same packs to 2 committed people (1 on team 1 and 1 on team 2) who do the
same auto-delivery and commit to sell 2 within 10 days just like I did. This would not earn a match bonus,
but I was super impressed by the “annualized expected income” which means if I continued my auto-delivery
the following year and all others continued the plan, that is how much I might make next year if the execution
was perfect with their comp plan software. Here are the numbers from the program: base $20k, no match,
total 15 weeks $28,346, pl bonus 0, annualized expected income $150k
2) LIFEBOAT STEP 2: I SELL 4 IN 20 DAYS, ALL OTHERS ONLY 2 IN 10 DAYS USING THE VIDEOS:
Using the same pack of 250 points and same 100-point auto-delivery, here are the generated numbers to
show how the comp plan works: base $60k, match $563.6k, total 15 weeks $655,208, pl bonus $21,600,
annualized expected income $8.67M
3) LIFEBOAT STEP 3: I SELL 6 IN 30 DAYS, ALL OTHERS ONLY 2 in 10 DAYS USING THE VIDEOS:
Same pack and auto-deliveries, here is output of the program: base $95k, match $997,938k, total 15 weeks
$1,166,803, pl bonus $64k, annualized expected income $17.4M
4) LIFEBOAT STEP 3, OPTION 2: I SELL 10 IN 30 DAYS, ALL OTHERS ONLY 2 in 10 DAYS USING THE
VIDEOS: Same pack and auto-deliveries, here is output of the program: base $162,738, match $1,856,561,
total 15 weeks $2,259,570, pl bonus $230,400, annualized expected income $37,650,000
I was quite impressed, especially as the owner pointed out that the corporate website in latter 2018 has an Average
Earnings Statement listing the average annual income for full time representatives was $286,539. That was before
the Health & Wealth Lifeboat Group videos were debuted and was dramatically higher than any company I had ever
heard of. Since this is a 7-year multi-national company, I am wondering if their pay is so high because the unique

“multi-line” system only lets a limited number of people earn money on your effort, not infinity people above you like
a binary. Yet they allow you to keep growing by offering “re-entry positions”. They ask for sizable purchase up front
to earn big and give you a limited time to get lifetime benefits of income and lower prices. Brilliant – this is the plan
for serious builders, not the casual lay person. I knew this gem was the PERFECT FIT for the new Health & Wealth
Lifeboat Group program I created to super simplify and accelerate sharing a phenomenal technology and earning
phenomenal rewards. Our Lifeboat Marketing videos (3-min INTRO, 30-min MAIN presentation, and 10-min
ACTION PLAN) allow even lay people to communicate with accuracy, efficacy, and compliance with FTC and
company rules. This plan is even for the super busy, super tight budgets, and the countless people that know
nothing about natural health or network marketing. This is what we call “network marketing done right”.
Today I found out who the Master Distributor was – Tim Sales, my hero in educating others on the “Brilliant
Compensation” of network marketing and I had shared his videos with team members much of my 2-decade career.
It is said that he created the perfect business building tool to effectively erase the “pyramid scheme” objection and
open your prospect’s mind to your opportunity. I LOVED his video and showed it over and over again – he had a
cartoon video and a college professor version – I considered him the most brilliant I had discovered in the industry.
Now he is my master distributor.
And I discovered that one of the authors whose book I bought and liked in 2002 – What Your Doctor Doesn’t Know
About Nutritional Medicine, Dr. Ray Strand later came out with an edition that added to the title “May be Killing You”.
I just found out recently that he is the Chief Medical Officer for this company and I felt honored that he kindly
recorded a personal testimonial for my lifeboat video on the Homeopathic Weight & Wellness System.
The best part of the people involved is that my personal sponsor is the absolutely amazing Dr. Ginger with the most
impressive bio I have seen in natural health. She and her husband Aaron have been 1000% supportive and very
humble and patient with my homework in studying the product and compensation to create the Lifeboat Marketing
video system and that has taken the past 5 months. It wasn’t until today that I just read her biography (please read
attached) and I feel appreciative that she allowed me to take so much of her time when she is probably busier than
anyone else that I know in natural health after reading her bio. I am honored that she did an audio testimonial for
our Health & Wealth Lifeboat Group system main presentation video, providing excellent input as a member of the
Scientific Advisory Board with 5+ years of experience with this technology. I just joined the company yesterday and
got an email from the company that Ginger and Aaron are the 17th highest earners in the company – who could ask
for a better sponsoring team with such a magnificent product line and compensation!
Tim Sales as the master distributor will forever earn 5th generation match bonus on my base earnings and 6th generation
match bonus on everyone I ever sponsor and 7th Generation match bonus on everyone they sponsor. What a blessing to
all work together to help so many people and be richly rewarded!

I created a total of 6 Lifeboat Marketing video systems so far and the Lifeboat Homeopathic Weight & Wellness
System’s spreadsheet numbers are substantially higher than all my other technology companies. Because of the
fast-track Lifeboat Marketing video system, one can add this to their life even if they are full time busy with another
effort. One can add this to their life even if they are in construction, janitorial, teaching, auto sales, homemaker,
unemployed, senior age 18 in high school, physically handicapped, anything. Even the people that already have
optimal weight and health can benefit from the first month’s detox and the ongoing maintenance to stay healthy.
If I met you because of a different lifeboat technology, this can be an ideal complement (e.g. Lifeboat Energy
Subscriptions offers energy for sleep/stress/weight, Lifeboat Air & Nutrients offers molecular hydrogen capsules to
complement this weight & hydration lifeboat); gain an extra income stream that can help with lasting optimal weight,
health, and lifestyle of your dreams! No matter what you have on your plate, take a look at this lifeboat:
www.LifeboatWeightINTRO.com (3-min INTRO)
www.LifeboatWeightMAIN.com (30-min MAIN presentation)
www.LifeboatWeightACTIONPLAN.com (10-min ACTION PLAN for after saying yes to the MAIN video)
Get back with the person who referred you – only join on their team and we will all work together to help countless
others who may have never heard of natural health and might be delighted when their lifeboat comes in. Who
knows, it might feel more like a yacht, a luxury liner, or a fleet of cruise ships…
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